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The second resort that I stayed at in Cam Ranh was based on convenience and a
little research. Duyen Ha, is a perfect segue to the Cam Ranh airport. Just
outside of the terminals domestic gates you will find a slew of beach front
resorts which dot the coast. While many people dive deeper into the national
parks or more rural resorts, these large chains that surround the airport are
quite luxurious and efficient for early or late flights.
We had just stayed at the famous Amanoi resort for the past 5 days, and if we
are being honest, nothing can compare. You leave Amanoi with a subtle sense of
depression, which hits you when the real Vietnam feels overwhelmingly bleak
compared to the state of the art resort. Despite our deflated sense of reality, we
were quite impressed when we arrived at Duyen Ha for a night's stay before our
flight back to Hanoi the next morning.

Duyen Ha, is one of the oldest in the new blooming
spread of airport central resorts. It often attracts
Chinese tourists and is one of the main casinos on the
coastline. The cab drove us down the promenade of new
builds and my eyes darted from the Raddison to VinPearl,
glimmering outside his tinted windows. We pulled up to a
grand entrance and the front gate security was kind and
stern making a warm welcome feel secure and elite. Our
driver took the winding grand entrance driveway to a
horse shoe shaped drop off, where we were met by a
uniformed bell boy and a luggage cart. Not so bad so far.
We checked in seamlessly in the grand lobby, boasting
one of the largest crystal chandeliers I had ever seen. The
customary welcome drink was brought out and within 3-5
minutes we were guided to our buggy and driven to our
own villa. The hotel offers a variety of accommodation in
different buildings. We chose the villa which feels like a
country club bungalow, as opposed to the hotel like high
rise or floating Maldives style huts.

Like free children who had just escaped the hovering
organic syrinity of Amanoi, we hopped into our
complimentary robes, flipped on HBO, and ordered room
service of two bowls of spaghetti bolognaise . We had
after all been at a holistic retreat for 5 days. We quickly
saw that his resort had all the comforts that any 5th day
traveler could desire. I soaked my sunburnt skin in the
deep tub of our lavish bathroom. The mattresses and
sheets were so smooth and soft. The food was well
prepared and varied. The TV was intuitive and inviting. At
11pm Jenny and I slipped into a deep sleep and snuggled
into the Duyen Ha resort.
At 9am we called for our buggy and after a short ride
through the resort grounds, we arrived at the oceanfront
dining room. Here you can enjoy the breakfast buffet and
dabble in every corner of the globe from Vietnamese pho
to an entire room of french pastries. There is the option
to sit inside the dining area with direct aircon, or outside
on the ocean facing veranda. After our complimentary
breakfast, we slowly made our way back to the villa,
walking along the nice sandy beach, taking a dip at the
large family friendly beachfront pool, and finally stopping
at the spa.

At the Duyen Ha Spa, Jenny and I were greeted with
cookies, tea, and a menu of services all 50% off due to
COVID19. We both settled on the aloe vera treatment, as
we had done ourselves in mindlessly frolicking in the sun
days before. The best part of the spa are the private
treatment rooms. You are guided down a plank-like
network of piers that hover just feet over the resort lake.
Eventually your therapist will walk you to your own
private treatment space which is a small structure on
stilts over water. We were surprised by how efficiently
and comfortably each of these pods was set up. We sat on
the small couch as our therapists prepared the two
massage tables. There is also a bathroom, shower, and
changing area. Feel free to ask for the blinds to be
opened, as the place is surprisingly quiet and the views
are quite unique. The treatment was hilarious, but had we
not been burnt raw, it could have bordered on relaxing.
We jumped and screamed as each cool aloe ladened cloth
touched our steaming bodies. Overall the staff did a great
job and tolerated our girlish jitters and giggles.

By the time we had eaten and survived our treatments it
was time to head to the airport. Overall I was ticked
(literally) to enjoy the beautiful day at Duyen Ha, before
jumping on a plane back to Hanoi. I highly recommend
this resort as you enter or depart from your Cam Ranh
vacation. But be careful, you may never leave.

